Models for surface gravity wave propagation in the presence of currents often assume the current field to be quasi-stationary, which implies that the absolute wave frequency is time invariant. However, in the presence of unsteady currents or time-varying water depth, linear wave theory predicts a time variation of the absolute wave frequency ͑and wavenumber͒. Herein, observations of wave frequency modulations from a large-scale laboratory experiment are presented. In this case, the modulations are caused by both unsteady depths and unsteady currents due to the presence of low-frequency standing waves. These new observations allow a unique and detailed verification of the theoretical predictions regarding variations in the absolute wave frequency. In addition, analytic solutions for the variations in frequency and wave height induced by the unsteady medium are found through a perturbation analysis. These solutions clarify the dependency of the wave frequency/wave height modulations on the characteristics of the unsteady medium. We also find that analytic solutions for simplified basin configurations provide an order of magnitude estimate of the expected frequency modulation effect. Finally, the importance of this phenomenon in natural situations is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The influence of currents on waves and of waves on currents, i.e., wave-current interaction, can be significant in certain areas of the ocean. Some relevant studies illustrating the effects of wave-current interaction in coastal and nearshore areas have considered the changes in wavenumber and phase speed of waves as they propagate over a spatially varying but depth-uniform and steady current, 1 the change in surface wave heights due to tidal currents, 2, 3 wave-current instabilities leading to the onset of rip current cells, 4 and the refraction of waves due to shallow water vortical motions. 5, 6 For the case of depth-uniform currents, wave-current interaction theory is generally well developed and comprehensive reviews can be found in Refs. 7-13. In practice, the vast majority of wave-current interaction analyses are done using the quasi-stationary current assumption, which considers the current field ͑and total water depths͒ to be stationary at time scales relevant to the wave propagation problem. In this case, the wavenumber of an incident monochromatic wave is affected spatially by wavecurrent interaction, but the wave frequency remains unaltered. However, there are a limited number of studies that consider unsteady currents and/or total water depth, for which linear water wave theory predicts modifications to the absolute wave frequency. The unsteady problem was first identified in the works of Unna, 14 Barber, 15 and LonguetHiggins and Stewart. 7 Later, Irvine 16 discussed the problem in a purely numerical study, and Tolman 17 concluded through a model analysis that unsteadiness of currents and depths should be important to wave propagation in the North Sea. Özkan-Haller and Li 5 also noted the potential importance of the effect in the modeling of wave-driven longshore currents. However, direct model-data comparisons of modifications to the wave frequency have been sparse. Barber 15 observed a correlation between absolute frequency and the semidiurnal tide for a site off southwest Britain. Tolman 18 and Wolf and Prandle 19 presented limited data that showed some correlations between absolute period and tidal current velocity, but neither of these data sets contained the necessary observations to differentiate between the effects of unsteady currents and unsteady winds on the observed wave periods. Jones 20 presented observations from southwest Wales and concentrated on the refractive effects of strong tidal currents. They concluded that unsteadiness needs to be accounted for; however, direct model-data comparisons were not given. Consequently, to date the theory has not been validated with direct comparisons to observations, though unsteady current effects ought to occur in many natural situations, such as wave propagation through a tidal inlet or incident wave interactions with nearshore standing long waves ͑i.e., surf beat͒.
In the present work, we carry out direct comparisons of observed and predicted modulations to the absolute wave frequency due to unsteady currents and depth fluctuations.
For this purpose, we analyze wave-current interaction in a large scale laboratory flume where the unsteady currents and the total water depth fluctuations are the result of the natural seiching modes of the tank. The lab experiments were not specifically designed to test wave-current interaction theory; however, it turns out that the experimental conditions are well-suited for analyzing modulations in wave kinematic properties induced by unsteady currents and water depths. It should be noted that the frequency modulations observed herein are fundamentally different from the "anomalous" dis-persion previously reported for surf zone waves ͑see Elgar and Guza, 21 and references therein͒, which is time invariant and attributable to reflection of the incident waves at the shoreline.
Theoretical estimates of the expected wave frequency modulation in the presence of low-frequency motions are obtained using linear water wave theory. We summarize this basic theory and calculate the expected seiching modes in the laboratory tank in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we first demonstrate that the observed low-frequency motions correspond to the lowest mode seiche. Next, we show detailed comparisons of the predicted and observed frequency modulations due to wave-current interaction. In Sec. IV, we derive simplified analytic solutions regarding the effects of the currents on the wave kinematics in order to isolate the important aspects. These approximate solutions are shown to capture most of the behavior of the full linear solution. Section IV also includes a discussion of potential effects on nearshore wave heights. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.
II. THEORY

A. Linear wave theory for wave propagation in an unsteady medium
We consider a unidirectional monochromatic wave train propagating over a collinear current field, U͑x , t͒, which is assumed to be uniform in the vertical but spatially and temporally variable over scales ͑x , t͒ larger than those of the individual incident surface gravity waves. As a result, the kinematic properties of the surface waves propagating through this unsteady medium are altered. In particular, waves propagating over an opposing ͑following͒ current will shorten ͑lengthen͒. The current field is also allowed to have a surface signature ͑x , t͒, and there is an additional effect on the kinematics caused by the unsteady variations in the total water depth ͑comprised of the still water depth and the surface fluctuations due to the low-frequency field͒. In this work, ͑x , t͒ is considered to be slowly varying in space and time; hence, it does not contain the fluctuations due to the surface gravity waves. It can be interpreted as a waveaveraged surface elevation. Similarly, U͑x , t͒ does not contain the orbital velocities of the incident waves.
For waves propagating through the unsteady medium, spatial and temporal changes in the incident wave frequency are possible. These effects can be described by the linear dispersion relationship. The dispersion relation for the incident gravity waves propagating over an unsteady ͑but slowly varying͒ current U with associated surface elevation signal is given by
where is the absolute frequency, k is the wavenumber, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The total water depth in which the waves are propagating is defined as
where h is the still water depth. For the inhomogenous and unsteady case where both d and U are allowed to vary in space and time, the time rate of change of the absolute wave frequency is found by differentiating Eq. ͑1͒ with respect to time and employing the conservation of wave crests principle ͑see, e.g., Ref. 22͒
This gives the governing equation
where c gr is the relative group velocity, defined as the speed of wave energy propagation in a frame moving with the local current velocity. The quantities c gr , q, and p are defined as Note that Eq. ͑3͒ is in the form of a forced advection equation and contains some implicit nonlinearity because c gr is a function of the frequency . The right-hand side is explicitly dependent on the acceleration of the current and the surface elevation signal of the current. This indicates that temporal variations in the wave frequency only occur when the medium is unsteady, i.e., in the presence of accelerating currents and/or unsteady water depths. Finally, since the equation is of advection type, any anomaly in absolute wave frequency will propagate through the domain with velocity U + c gr . Hence, locally observed changes in frequency are not necessarily locally generated. This property was illustrated in the numerical simulations of Özkan-Haller and Li. 
B. Low frequency seiching modes
In a long enclosed flume there exists a family of natural seiching modes, which are standing shallow water waves of the form ͑x,t͒ = ͑x͒e i⍀t , and U͑x,t͒ = û ͑x͒e i⍀t , ͑5͒
where ⍀ is the frequency and ͑x͒ and û ͑x͒ describe the modal profile in the longitudinal direction ͑i.e., the long dimension of the flume͒. The frequencies and mode shapes can be obtained from the linearized shallow water equations and solutions for a number of basin geometries can be found in Wilson. 24 Typically, higher frequency modes are preferentially damped by friction and the lowest frequency mode is dominant in observations. The profile of for the lowest mode has antinodes at the basin boundaries with a single node somewhere in the interior. The associated velocities are zero at the two ends of the flume with a maximum in the interior located at the surface elevation node.
Following the method of Kirby et al., 25 the shallow water equations were solved numerically to obtain the seiching frequencies and mode shapes for the present bathymetry ͑see 
III. COMPARISON TO OBSERVATIONS
The present observations of time variations in the absolute wave frequency were discovered by serendipity in the analysis of data from a large scale experiment designed for other purposes. The details of those original experiments can be found in Refs. 26 and 27. Here we summarize only the experimental details pertinent to the present analysis.
The experiments were performed in the large wave flume ͑LWF͒ at the O. H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory ͑Oregon State University͒ in September 2004. The usable length of the LWF is approximately 90 m, and it is 3.7 m wide and 4.6 m deep. A flap-type wavemaker is located at one end of the flume and is equipped with active wave absorption capabilities, in order to reduce wave reflection. For the experiments discussed here, the bottom was configured into a piecewise continuous, barred profile, and the active wave absorption capabilities of the wavemaker were not utilized.
The LWF coordinate system has the x-axis pointing onshore along the centerline with the origin at the wavemaker, where the water depth was 4.27 m. Six resistance-type wave gages were used to measure free surface elevation and were sampled at 50 Hz. The wave gages were installed on a wall of the tank at cross-shore locations x = 23.5, 45.4, 52.7, 60.0, 71.0, and 82.0 m and are referred to here as WG1 through WG6. In the present work, data from six regular wave conditions were analyzed and the relevant experimental parameters are listed in Table I . The equivalent deep water wave heights were calculated by deshoaling the wave heights measured at the offshore wave gage ͑WG1͒.
A. Observations and predictions of seiching
Analysis of the surface elevation time series clearly shows the presence of low-frequency waves. For example, the energy density spectrum calculated from the most shoreward gage ͑WG6͒ for run 36 is shown in Fig. 2 and the low-frequency portion shows a dominant peak at 0.0183 Hz ͑54.6 s͒. The seiching characteristics are expected to be similar for all of the tested wave conditions, indeed similar peaks exist at this frequency in all the wave gage records for all experimental runs. This is very near the predicted frequency of the lowest seiching mode ͑0.0185 Hz͒. As mentioned previously, the modeled profiles ͑x͒ and û ͑x͒ are shown in Fig. 1 . Since the model amplitudes are of arbitrary magnitude, the profiles have been normalized so that they match the observed value of ͑for f = 0.0183 Hz͒ at WG6. From the measured water surface time series we estimate using =2͉ F ͉, where F is the spectrally averaged
Fourier coefficient at a given wave gage and seiching frequency.
For the comparisons in Fig. 1 we used supplementary data previously collected by Scott et al. 28 on the same bathymetry in the LWF using a wave condition very similar to our run 36 ͑T =4 s, H 0 = 0.57 m͒. Since those authors achieved a much higher spatial resolution by repeated runs of the same wave condition and by using a mobile wave gage, this allows a more detailed comparison to the modeled mode profile. In addition, those authors also collected velocity time series at six cross-shore locations, which allows us to compare the modeled cross-shore velocity amplitudes, û , to the observations.
The observations of in the top panel of Fig. 1 show high amplitudes near the boundaries and indicate the existence of a nodal point near the center of the tank. However, observed amplitudes near the nodal point are nonzero. This is likely the result of both the existence of a small propagating component at this frequency and also the noise level of the in situ gages. Overall, the figure demonstrates good agreement between the theoretical seiching mode shape and the observed amplitudes. The middle panel of Fig. 1 compares the measured and calculated amplitudes of û . These also compare very well except for one outlying point near x =60 m. Further investigation of the velocity data at that location showed an elevated noise level in that sensor during that experimental run.
The observed for all of the experimental runs in the present data set are shown in Fig. 3 and likewise demonstrate that all runs show higher seiching amplitudes near the boundaries and a nodal point near the center of the tank ͑x Ϸ 45 m͒. The largest amplitudes overall are found close to the shoreline and the magnitude of these amplitudes vary between 1 cm and 2 cm. Larger seiching amplitudes are consistently observed for higher incident wave heights and longer incident periods. All of these profiles display a structure that is consistent with that expected of the lowest seiching mode.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 4 , the cross-shore variation of the relative phase and coherence at the seiching frequency between the offshore wave gage ͑WG1, x = 23.5 m͒ and the other gages also confirms the nature of the motion. It is evident that WG1 is 180°out of phase with wave gages that are located on the opposite side of the nodal point ͑x Ն 60 m͒. The nodal point is apparent near x = 50 m, where WG2 and WG3 are not coherent with WG1. We note that there is a somewhat linear variation of the relative phase in the region 45Ͻ x Ͻ 55 m, which is evidence that a small propagating component may exist at this frequency as well. However, at these locations the coherence is well below the 95% confidence level; hence, the phase estimates are poorly constrained. In summary, these results all indicate that the calculated seiching profiles, and û , associated with the lowest seiching mode provide a satisfactory representation of the dominant low-frequency motion during the experiments.
B. Observations and predictions of wave frequency oscillations
Next, we explore the relationship between the lowfrequency standing waves and modulations in the absolute wave frequency. The absolute frequency ͑x , t͒ of the incident waves can be estimated by applying the Hilbert transform to the measured surface elevation time series. 29 The procedure involves first bandpass-filtering the time series about the incident wave frequency, in the present case we use a filter with a spectral width of 0.096 Hz ͑width =48⌬f͒. Next, the Hilbert transform is applied to this filtered signal and used to calculate a time series of instantaneous phase. Taking the time derivative of this phase signal, using a simple forward-differencing scheme, results in a time series of instantaneous frequency.
The temporal mean, 0 , of the resulting absolute frequency signal was calculated at all wave gages and for all experimental runs, and well matched the frequency of the wave paddle motion ͑i.e., the incident wave frequency at the offshore boundary͒. The maximum difference was 0.25% and, as expected, the temporal mean did not change spatially. In order to quantify the variations in * and their relationship to , we define the amplitude A * of the oscillations as ͱ 2 times the standard deviation of the * time series and also calculate the observed phase differences between * and from the time lag of the maximum correlation between the two signals. The resulting amplitude and phase variations along the tank are compared to those produced by wavecurrent interaction theory in Figs. 6-9. The predicted values are obtained by solving Eq. ͑3͒ numerically using a standard forward-time, forward-space, finite difference scheme using a spatial step of 0.5 m and a time step of 0.1 s. The observed amplitudes of the dominant seiche mode, the previously calculated mode shapes ͑ , û ͒, and the frequency of the incident waves at the wavemaker are used to initiate the calculation, and 20 seiching cycles are simulated, resulting in a modeled time series of ͑x , t͒ at every cross-shore location. The numerical simulations demonstrate that the wave-current interaction theory predicts oscillations in at the observed seiching frequency, with some energy also existing at higher harmonics due to the nonlinear nature of the governing equation.
In a fashion similar to the experimental observations, the amplitudes of the predicted absolute frequency modulations are calculated as ͱ 2 times the standard deviation of the demeaned time series ͑ * ͒ at each cross-shore position. In addition, using ten seiching cycles from the numerical simulations, the absolute phases of * , , and U are calculated ͑ , , and U , respectively͒. These are then used to calculate the predicted relative phase at each cross-shore position. Figures 6 and 7 show the predicted and observed crossshore variation of A * for the six experimental runs. The figures demonstrate that A * increases in the direction of incident wave propagation for all cases and the maximum predicted A * ranges from 3% to 5% of the mean incident wave frequency and this agrees very well with the observations. The predictions appear to perform somewhat better when the incident waves are of relatively higher frequency ͑Fig. 6͒. Further, both predictions and observations suggest that the maximum value of A * varies from run to run, and relating the maximum value of A * for each run to the maximum of ͑shown in Fig. 3͒ strongly suggest ing signal. We will examine the dependence of A * on the seiching magnitude further in the next section. The predicted and observed phase differences, , between * and are shown as a function of cross-shore location in Figs. 8 and 9 . At the offshore boundary * leads by 90°, but the phase difference decreases steadily towards the shore. However, there is a 180°phase jump near x = 50 m. This is a result of the 180°phase shift in that occurs across the seiching nodal point. The predicted relative phases agree well with observations except at gages near the nodal point of the surface elevation where the data do not show a very abrupt phase jump. This is very likely a result of the fact that the measured -signal is dominated by a small propagating component near the nodal point where the standing wave component is naturally zero. We note here that the predicted phase relationship between * and U starts out at 180°at the wavemaker and decreases to 0°at the shoreline. Finally, the cross-shore variation of the phase difference is very similar for every run; hence, the phase relationships do not appear to be sensitive to the incident wave conditions. We elaborate on this observation further in the next section.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Asymptotic behavior for a weak current
In this section we pursue analytical solutions to Eq. ͑1͒ in order to generalize the behavior of the absolute frequency modulations. For this purpose, we first nondimensionalize Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑3͒ and identify a small parameter. A perturbation analysis then enables us to arrive at analytical expressions for the amplitude and phase of the frequency modulations. 
Nondimensional equations
Denoting nondimensional variables with primes and using subscript w and c to indicate scales associated with the incident progressive waves and the low-frequency currents, respectively, we have
where T w and c w are the time and phase speed scales associated with the incident waves. Since we expect variations of the kinematic quantities to occur over the scales of the lowfrequency current field, the independent variables x and t are nondimensionalized as
and T c and c c are the time and phase speed scales of the current. We nondimensionalize the remaining variables as follows:
Here, U c and c are the velocity and amplitude scales associated with the low-frequency current field. The water depth scale, h m , is chosen as the spatial average of the bathymetry. For the incident gravity waves we choose shallow water scales such that 
͑9͒
We now assume that ͑ c / w ͒ϳ͑k c / k w ͒ and define a small parameter
Hence, we are assuming that the magnitude of the current is small compared to the incident wave speed ͑weak current͒ and the surface variations associated with the current field are small compared to the local water depth ͑small amplitude seiching͒. In these experiments the maximum values of û / c w are estimated to be ϳ0.03 and the measured values of / h at the shoreward gage ͑WG6͒ were ϳ0.05, as shown in Table I . This indicates a regime where the effects of wave-current interaction on the dispersion characteristics of the incident waves are weak. We note here, however, that it is possible that other dispersion effects that we have neglected ͑such as amplitude dispersion due to wave nonlinearities͒ may be of similar importance as wave-current interaction. However, our focus here is to identify and analyze the effects of current dispersion only, and in fact the model-data agreement in Figs. 6-9 suggests that current dispersion can explain most of the observed changes in absolute frequency.
Perturbation expansion
The resulting nondimensional governing equation is given by ‫ץ‬Ј ‫ץ‬tЈ
Assuming that 1, we can introduce a perturbation expan- 
which is then naturally satisfied, and at O͑͒, we have
where the coefficients c gr 0 Ј , k 0 Ј, and q 0 Ј still need to be determined.
The zeroth order wavenumber k 0 Ј can be deduced from the nondimensionalized dispersion relation
Introducing the perturbation expansion to this equation and collecting terms of O͑1͒, we find
where we have defined a parameter = k w h m , which is indicative of the dispersiveness of the incident waves. Since we have used a shallow water scaling, we require that the waves are at most weakly dispersive; hence, Ͻ 1 but is allowed to be nonzero. 
where m 0 Ј=1+ 
We focus our attention on the case of a periodic current field and associated surface elevation as defined in Eq. ͑5͒. Writing 1 = A͑x͒exp͕i⍀t͖, the governing equation ͑17͒ collapses into the form
where
͑19͒
At the offshore boundary, we expect no frequency modulation; hence, we impose A =0 at x = 0. The solution for the amplitude of the absolute frequency modulation A͑x͒ can then be written in closed form as
Given any arbitrary bathymetry profile h͑x͒ along with the associated seiching frequency ⍀ and seiching profiles û ͑x͒ and ͑x͒, the functions P A ͑x͒, Q A ͑x͒ can be evaluated in a straightforward manner, and the integrals in Eq. ͑20͒ can be evaluated either analytically or numerically. This asymptotic solution is included in the data-model comparisons shown in Figs. 6-9. For most cases this asymptotic solution is visually indistinguishable from the full solution of Eq. ͑3͒. Slight deviations can be observed for the cases involving shorter incident wave periods, especially in the phase comparisons. Nonetheless, it is evident that the asymptotic solution captures the essential behavior of the kinematics.
B. Solutions for simplified basin configurations
The simplified form of the asymptotic solution allows us to better elucidate the general behavior of the wave-current interaction model. For example, it is instructive to analyze the simpler cases of a constant depth or plane sloping bathymetry for an enclosed basin. For these cases, analytic solutions are possible.
For an enclosed basin with uniform water depth, h, and length L, the first seiching mode is a simple cosine
where H is twice the surface elevation amplitude of the seiching at the shoreline. The associated seiching period is given by
Using the basin length L and mean water depth h m associated with the experiments discussed here, we obtain a seiching frequency of 0.0232 Hz. Substituting Eq. ͑21͒ into Eq. ͑20͒ and assuming that the incident waves are in shallow water ͑hence, =0͒, we find after some algebra that the amplitude of the frequency modulation for a constant depth basin is given by
Similarly, for a basin of length L containing a plane
͒ , the first seiching mode is given
and x points onshore, and J 0 and J 1 are Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order. The associated seiching period is given by
͑25͒
Using h c =2h m , we obtain a seiching frequency of 0.0201 Hz. Using Eq. ͑20͒ in this case, we can obtain the shallow water solution
where I 1 ͑͒ and I 2 ͑͒ are integrals involving trigonometric and Bessel functions given by
͑28͒
The magnitude of the frequency modulation for these cases can be deduced using
In both cases, this can be written as
where F͑x͒ is a monotonically increasing function with distance from the wavemaker x. The absolute magnitude of the frequency modulation increases with incident wave frequency 0 ; however, the relative magnitude ͉A ͉ / 0 is only a function of the ratio between the seiching height and the water depth ͑H / h m ͒ and normalized cross-shore distance ͑x / L͒. The maximum value of the frequency modulation occurs at the shoreline x = L. For the constant depth basin the maximum value is
Note that for a 10% frequency modulation to be observed, the ratio of H / h m need only be Ϸ0.085. For the plane beach solution the magnitude of the frequency modulation tends to infinity in the limit as x approaches L. The relative phase with respect to the U-velocities, U , is contained in the complex amplitude A͑x͒ and is given by
͑31͒
The relative phase between and can be obtained by subtracting the phase between and U, which is 90°sea-ward of the nodal point in and −90°shoreward of it. For both example cases U tends to 180°at the wavemaker ͑x =0͒ and decreases monotonically to zero at x = L, consistent with the experimental observations. Also of note is that the cross-shore variation of U is independent of the initial incident wave frequency 0 , the seiching height H or the mean water depth h m . The exact shape of the phase progression depends only on the seiching profiles û ͑x͒ and ͑x͒, which in turn depend on the cross-shore variation of h͑x͒.
We note here that these example cases exhibit many of the same characteristics as more complicated scenarios. In particular, in the shallow water limit, it can be shown analytically for any arbitrary depth profile h͑x͒ that the relative magnitude ͉A ͉ / 0 is only a function of ͑H / h m ͒ and ͑x / L͒. In other words, in the shallow water limit the quantity ͉A ͉ / ͑ 0 H͒ should exhibit the same cross-shore profile regardless of the incident wave conditions. Although our experiments also include some intermediate depth conditions, we nonetheless find that the graphs of ͉A ͉ / ͑ 0 H͒ versus cross-shore position predicted by the full theory for each wave condition essentially collapse into a single line, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 10 . We note that all experimental runs reside in the narrow range between run 40 and run 33, with the exception being the run with the smallest wave period ͑run 35, T = 2.7 s, solid line͒. Examining Fig.  10 , we can conclude that the magnitude of the absolute frequency modulation increases with the mean frequency. It can also be shown analytically that the phase between * and U starts out at 180°and decreases to 0°for a plane beach as well. Numerical solutions of the full governing equations for our experimental conditions ͑see Fig. 10 , bottom panel͒ suggest that this is also a generally valid result.
Finally, we address if the constant depth or plane beach solutions can provide a useful approximation for the situation involving the actual bathymetry. For this purpose, solutions for these example cases are included in the comparisons of frequency modulation amplitude and phase in Figs. 6-9. We find that the approximate solutions provide the correct order of magnitude estimate for the modulation magnitude and phase, although details related to the location of the phase jump are inaccurate, because the zero-crossing associated with the seiching profiles vary somewhat from one bathymetry to another.
C. Wave height response to low frequency seiching motions
In addition to the wave frequency effects, in the presence of time-varying currents we expect that wave heights will also be modulated due to current-induced shoaling. For the present case of an oscillating current field and total water depth, with spatially varying amplitudes, we can analyze the characteristics of the expected wave height variations using the wave action balance equation,
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where E is the wave energy and is the relative frequency and is equal to ͑ − kU͒ ͑Ref. 10, p. 97͒. The presence of a surf zone and associated wave dissipation, D, due to wave breaking adds considerable complication to the problem. Specifically, significant uncertainty still exists regarding the effect of wave breaking on a wave train with a spatially and temporally varying height. 30 In light of such uncertainty, we limit our attention to the region outside the surf zone.
We solve Eq. ͑32͒ ͑with D =0͒ numerically along with the governing Eq. ͑3͒. We define the fluctuating component E * ͑x , t͒ = E͑x , t͒ − E 0 ͑x͒ ͓where E 0 ͑x͒ is the temporal mean wave energy computed at each cross-shore position͔ and compute its amplitude B * as was done for the absolute frequency modulations. Results of the cross-shore variation of ͉͑B * ͉ / E 0 ͒ for run 37 are shown in Fig. 11 . We determine an approximate break point location from the observations and depict the results for the region inside the surf zone with an altered line type to indicate that the results are not reliable there, since wave breaking is neglected in the calculation. Figure 11 indicates that the magnitude of the wave energy fluctuation outside the surf zone increases with distance from the offshore boundary and reaches approximately 5% of the mean wave energy near the breaker line. For the experimental conditions this corresponds to a wave height modulation of about 1.4 cm offshore of the surf zone. Unfortunately, for the present data set there was only a single wave gage ͑WG1͒ offshore of the breaker line. At that location ͑x = 23.5 m͒ the predicted wave height modulation amplitude is only ϳ4 mm for the tested wave conditions. These small signals could not be reliably extracted from the wave gage records due to typical sensor noise levels. Despite our inability to confirm these results observationally, it may be of interest for future studies to explore the theoretical behavior of the wave energy modulation. For this purpose, we carry out a perturbation analysis for the wave energy equation ͑32͒. We follow a procedure that parallels the treatment of the frequency modulations in Sec. IV A; hence we nondimensionalize Eq. ͑32͒, define EЈ͑x , t͒ = E 0 Ј͑x͒ + E 1 Ј͑x , t͒, redimensionalize the resulting O͑͒ equation and define
arriving at an ordinary differential equation of the form ͑18͒ for B͑x͒. For a constant depth basin in the shallow water limit, we find the analytical solution
͑34͒
Hence, we expect that the magnitude of the wave energy modulation is proportional to the incident wave energy E 0 ͑x͒ and the ratio ͑H / h͒. Of note is that the wave energy modulation in the shallow water limit is independent of wave frequency. Analysis of solutions to the full governing Eqs. ͑32͒ for all six cases ͑Fig. 12͒ indicate that this is a generally valid result. Again, all runs reside in the narrow range between run 40 and run 33, with the only exception being the high-frequency case, run 35. This indicates that dispersive effects ͑i.e., nonzero ͒ tend to increase the modulation amplitude. The phase variation between E 1 and the current velocity U tends to 180°at the wavemaker and decreases towards shore and is, once again, primarily a function of ͑x / L͒ with dispersive effects decreasing the phase difference.
In the presence of wave breaking, we do not consider wave height modulations to be as clear of an indicator of wave-current interaction with unsteady currents as observations of frequency modulations. This is primarily because induced wave height modulations will be modified by the breaking process, and perhaps entirely destroyed in shallow water areas. In contrast, the frequency modulations remain and gain magnitude towards shore. Further, we expect that temporal wave height modulations can be generated due to a number of other processes unrelated to wave-current interaction ͑e.g., partial wave reflection from the beach͒. In addition, processes that cause a modulation in the incident wave frequency are scarce, yet small variations in frequency can be observed reliably using the Hilbert transform method used herein. Hence, we consider that analysis of the wave frequency enables us to pinpoint in detail effects of timevarying currents on incident waves.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of unsteady currents and water depths on the kinematics of surface gravity waves were analyzed using a data set from a large scale laboratory experiment. Wavecurrent interaction theory predicts that unsteady currents and water depths modulate the absolute wave frequency spatially and temporally. For the case of a periodic current field in a nearshore domain, predictions of the frequency modulation amplitude and phase were compared with observations. We found that the cross-shore variation of the magnitude and phase of the frequency modulation are well predicted by the theory.
Wave-current interaction theory predicts ͑and observations confirm͒ that the magnitude of the frequency modulation increases with distance towards shore, and can reach ϳ5% of the mean wave frequency. The theory also predicts the modulation magnitude to be directly proportional to the amplitude of the low-frequency current for shallow or intermediate water waves, and that increasing the relative water depth of the incident waves somewhat amplifies the frequency modulation response. For the specific situation of 
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Waves on unsteady currents Phys. Fluids 19, 126601 ͑2007͒ incident waves interacting with seiching motions, we find that the consideration of an equivalent constant depth or plane beach case provides a simple means of assessing the order of magnitude of the frequency modulation effect. The dependence of the modulations on the amplitude of the unsteady current should best be viewed as an indicator of the importance of the time rate of change of both the currents ͑‫ץ‬u / ‫ץ‬t͒ and the water depth ‫ץ͑‬ / ‫ץ‬t͒. In the present case, the time scale of the oscillating current field is the same for all the tested conditions ͑i.e., the seiching period remains constant͒; hence, variations in current accelerations are directly related to variations in seiching amplitude from run to run. In these data, the current accelerations are approximately u max / T =5 cm/ 55 s Ϸ 0.1 cm/ s 2 and the surface rate of change is H / T =3 cm/ 55 s Ϸ 0.05 cm/ s. For comparison, a realistic scale for cross-shore standing waves in the surf zone ͑surf beat͒, is H / T =10 cm/ 100 s Ϸ 0.1 cm/ s. This indicates that modulations in the absolute frequency, to date unexplored, may not be uncommon in the nearshore, especially in areas with energetic low-frequency wave fields.
Data specifically applicable to the effects of unsteady currents are rare; hence, the data set analyzed herein is unique. For example, in a natural situation, observed wave frequency variations are commonly due to the typical temporal variability of the incident wave field or changes in the local winds. Such variations are completely independent from wave-current interaction effects, but may be difficult to distinguish in field data. In contrast, the present data set has allowed us to examine the wave-current interaction effect in isolation and provides a detailed verification of theoretical predictions.
